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INTERVIEW TIPS 

Since all of you have approached the final phase of your preparation journey for SBI PO , no 

stoned should be unturned at this juncture . Please go through and follow these quick tips to come 

out with a winning smile from the interview room. 

# Presentation is the one of the key areas to take care of on the day of the interview. Candidate’s 

body language, dressing and gestures play an important role there. So , Dress properly and wear 

formal clothes . Avoid too many accessories or ornaments. Reach the place of interview on time. 

Make sure you get to know the place a day before the interview to avoid wastage of time and can 

get enough time to relax. Bring important documents which are required at the time of interview. 

Keep two copies of all the documents with you. Once you reach the place have your chin up. Be 

confident, positive and polite while participating in all the phases. 

# Ask permission before you enter the room with a smiling and confident face and wish them. Sit 

down only when they allow. Make yourself comfortable. Sit with your head straight or a little slant 

towards the interviewer. 

# Draft your introduction meticulously. Include all the salient details of your profile. Articulate this 

answer confidently and furnish the detail that you want to discuss further in the course of 

interview. Avoid unnecessary details like the mention of your family members or the name of your 

school or college. They are keenly interested to know about you.Hence put across all the details 

that strengthen your candidature. Draft this answer on paper and then get it finalized  with the help 

of experts. 

# Listen calmly whatever the interviewer asks and answer confidently. Don’t interrupt them when 

they ask the question or don’t start answering assuming they want to ask what you believed .Listen 

and  Understand the question , take a pause then try to address the requirement of the question. 

# Make sure that you are making an eye contact with the interviewer. Talk very calmly with a 

smile. You should use hand gestures while talking because it shows that you are confident about 

what you are explaining. Eye contact should be there with all the panel members . 

# Don’t try to feign any quality or asset that you don’t possess .Just be yourself. There is no need 

to act.  Because being natural will help you to talk without any pretense and this sense of honest 

will always be appreciated. 

# Your voice should be clear and audible to them. Audibility in your voice proves your confidence 

and clarity will help communicating the message with the intended meaning. 

#Prepare answers related to your personal details like what is your name and question about the 

profession of family members. Details about your field of education.  About various subjects, you 

have studied in Graduation or Post-Graduation. Revise the important matters about your subjects 
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because there is every possibility that you will be questioned on anything related to your education 

field. 

# If you have work experience then instead of your academics , questions related to your domain 

will predominate the interview. Be thorough with the industry and the organization you work in. 

Be prepared to talk about some of the projects or clientele you have handled. Also be ready to 

produce some insight about the dynamics of your sector. Be convincing when you give them 

reasons to make a shift from your present sector to banking. 

# You have to detect your weakness and strength honestly . While answering these question, be 

positive.  When you explain your weakness, tell them that you are working on them. While 

explaining your strength don’t sound complacent and be ready to exemplify your capital assets. 

# Acquire detailed information about your region .While asking about your background the 

interviewer will ask you questions related to your locality and the places you lived or worked. Find 

out the things your city is famous for, whether your city is having a record in history. The purpose 

of asking these question is that they get to know your understanding and curiosity about the world.  

Questions related to your regions are asked to judge your ambitions, idea, and experience about the 

reality of the environment around you. So, attain full knowledge about the place you were born, 

brought up, lived, worked etc. 

# The very first thing to start your preparation is to do a comprehensive  researchon SBI . Search 

its website and know all about the bank such as bank’s history, size, position, services etc. It will 

help you answer questions asked by the recruiter like what is the reason behind choosing the bank 

as your career.  You should also collect knowledge about the important banking terms like Repo 

rate, Reverse repo rate, CRR, RTGS, inflation, etc. Also recent development ,  subsidiaries and 

products of SBI.  

# Make yourself abreast of all the important things happening in the world related to a business 

environment, banking industries,  important people in the news, appointments, deaths etc. Please 

follow Current affairs uploaded on Top Rankers periodicall. 

https://www.toprankers.com/general-knowledge/current-affairs#English 

# To overcome the hesitation and inhibitions you have in speaking and presenting yourself you 

should face as many mock interview as possible. It will help you increase the level of confidence 

and diagnose your flaws . Mock interviews done in a simulated environment will give you an 

opportunity to refine your performance provided you work on the feedback painstakingly.  

Please see the video of  Personal Interview Orientation on Top Rankers .  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D93DpA66pPw&t=1286s 
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